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Abstract

The development of MR tagging techniques has allowed for estimation of local
�D motion of the heart�s endocardial and epicardial boundaries as well as transmural
cardiac deformations� For analysis of tag data� to date� data from di�erent image
slices have been considered independently� In this paper� we propose an approach
for �D tag localization and tracking of MRI�SPAMM data by a novel deformable B�
solid� The solid is de�ned in terms of a �D tensor product B�spline which we require
to be aligned with tag lines from di�erent image slices� The localization and tracking
of tag lines is performed under constraints of continuity and smoothness� taking
into account that tag lines belong to the same deformable body� Analyzing the
deformation of �D tags uni�es the problem of localization� and displacement �tting
and interpolation into the same procedure� To track endocardial and epicardial
motion� a volumetric heart model is employed which is a pair of coupled endocardial
and epicardial B�spline surfaces� In order to recover heart�s deformations� an energy�
minimization problem is posed where both tag and heart boundary data are used�
The framework allows for integration of tag data from Short Axis 	SA
 and Long
Axis 	LA
 tagged cardiac images�

Keywords� snakes� deformable solids� deformable models� SPAMM�MRI
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Figure �� Radial �a�b� and SPAMM �c�d� tag images of short axes views taken in diastole
�a�c� and systole �b�d� stage of the cardiac cicle

� Introduction

Non�invasive techniques for assessing the dynamic behavior of the human heart are invalu�
able in the diagnosis of heart disease� as abnormalities in the myocardial motion sensitively
re�ect de	cits in blood perfusion 
�� MRI is an excellent imaging technique for measuring
non�rigid tissue motion� as it is capable of selectively altering material property of the
underlying tissue �magnetization in this case�� in order to create tagged patterns within
a deforming body such as the heart muscle The resulting pattern de	nes a time�varying
curvilinear coordinate system on the tissue �see Fig ��

Several tagged imaging techniques have been proposed in the MR literature The basic
premise in all tagging schemes involves using a set of RF pulses to place tags in thin slices
of the myocardium� perpendicular to the imaging plane which can then be tracked over
the heart cycle The method originally proposed by Elias Zerhouni in ���� 
��� �star�burst
tagging� produces a number of radial saturation stripes within the image �see Fig ��a�
and �b�� SPAMM
�� is a technique for producing a grid pattern of signal voids on the
tissue � two perpendicular sets of tagging planes� each perpendicular to the imaging plane
�see Fig ��c� and �d�� We have chosen to concentrate on SPAMM for measurement of
deformations because a number of points can be marked in a very short time and tracked�
providing the means for obtaining �D correspondence of material points over time

Accurate detection of tags is crucial to measurement of deformations and understand�
ing of myocardial function In 
���� tag intersections are located by a semi�automated
process In 
�� �� ��� ��� detection of tag stripes is performed by graph search and tag
pro	le 	tting In order to determine the tag locations� tag pro	les are simulated as a
function of time using physics of MRI The pro	le 	tting approach has been improved by
utilizing a template matching procedure in 
�� �� ��� or by additional local analysis 
��� ���
In 
�� ��� ���� authors have adopted a �D snake analysis system for di�erent image slices
in order to recover within slice tag motion Their approach aims to minimize an external
energy which is the sum of intensities for each slice� together with an internal energy
which provides smoothness As pointed out in 
���� detection of tag data with varying
contrast needs spatially varying parameters for snakes� making automated localization
non�trivial Other approaches to capture heart motion is based on optical �ow analysis
of tagged MRI 
��� ��� To provide satisfactory results knowledge is required about dif�
ferent imaging parameters �T�� proton density�� in the region of interest New work
on application of optical �ow to tagged imagery has resulted in algorithms not requiring
tissue speci	c and imaging parameters 
���

Our goal in this work is to develop a model for detection of local deformations of the
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heart based on tag and contour data We continue the previous approach of detecting
locally deforming tag stripes using �D deformable grids 
�� �� �� ��� and show how this
analysis can be extended to �D We employ a planar surface description for the tag planes
in the form of deformable iso�parametric surfaces of a B�solid� and provide the necessary
smoothness constraints required in robust localization of tag information Such an ex�
tension is justi	ed by the fact that di�erent slices represent parts of the same continuous
body In particular� tag lines appearing in di�erent slices belong to continuous tag planes
and thus should satisfy smoothness constraints Hence� deformation of tag grids from
di�erent slices should be jointly considered As an additional point� inhomogeneities in
T� of myocardial tissue leads to di�erent tag points being visible up to di�erent times �see
Fig �� The propagation of information across slices will help with such data analysis
issues

The B�solid is implemented as a �D tensor product B�spline model This is a compact
model� yet it is �exible enough to follow the movement of the heart with high accuracy
Its compactness is due to the fact that the solid is completely de	ned by a set of control
points much smaller in number than the number of voxels in the volume In the deformable
B�solid� two sets of iso�parametric surfaces are aligned with parallel lines of tag grids from
the sequence of short axis images A set of iso�parametric curves links the tag intersections
from the di�erent slices We refer to the curves which are formed from intersection of
iso�parametric surfaces with image slices as implicit snakes

To date� tag detection and estimation of three�dimensional local deformation have
been considered as two separate procedures Usually� the second step corresponds to
constructing a volumetric heart model using information from tags and contours Such
volumetric models are� generalized volumetric 	nite element elliptical model 
���� prolate
spheroidal model 
��� ���� generalized periodic cylindrical model 
���� and hybrid volu�
metric ventriculoid 
��� All of these are designed to perform a global 	t with the heart
contours and deform in accordance with the tag data displacements As a byproduct
of representing the tags by implicit snakes� localization and displacement 	tting and in�
terpolation of tag information are performed in a single procedure In attracting these
curves to tag data� appropriate external forces are de	ned� adjusting the B�solid� and
hence tracking the local deformation of the tissue In this paper� we consider only SA
image slices� and as such consider external forces from the image planes which alter the
position of the implicit snakes within image slices In contrast to external forces� three
dimensional internal forces are applied to the B�solid

A common feature of most heart motion reconstruction schemes �including volumetric
heart model� is that they use sparse information provided only by tag intersections 
��� ���
��� or intersections between tags and myocardial contours to detect the local deformation
of the heart tissue Analysis with such sparse tag data neglect valuable information
contained at other locations along tag lines In relation to volumetric�based models�
the B�solid uses all the information contained in tag displacements It is worthwhile to
mention that the B�solid has no parameters to adjust except the parameters of elasticity of
the implicit snakes Moreover� B�spline models are more �exible than the available ones�
since local estimation of the tag displacements are not a�ected by strong constraints
imposed by the model

Improvements are also proposed in this paper� for snake analysis of tag data In
particular� the usual internal forces are modi	ed in a way to preserve characteristics
of an ideal B�solid As a consequence� the shrinking problem of the snakes which is
commonly encountered is bypassed To provide a contrast�independent detector for dark
tag bands� we construct directional potential 	elds for implicit snakes from principal
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Figure �� Localization of tags by B�solid� tag grids detected by implicit snakes of the
B�solid

curvature features of tagged images To achieve high presicion for tag detection� the
curvatures of the tagged images are computed by applying Haralick�s facet model 
���
The directional sensitivity of the potentials has the advantage that implicit snakes are
attracted only by tag lines which have similar orientations

In addition to the deformable B�solid� we consider a B�spline representation for the
heart boundaries� attached to the B�solid The deformable B�spline heart model possesses
local control� allowing the representation to better adjust to the data and interpolate the
contours providing an accurate representation for the heart In contrast� most of the
available models 
��� ��� ��� are designed to perform a global 	t to the heart contours�
and hence can at best roughly approximate the contours Furthermore� global least�
square 	ts are not robust against noise The reason for our utilizing the heart surfaces is
	rst� to restrict the analysis of deformations to the heart tissue� avoiding the in�uence of
regions around the heart� and second to take into account the information provided by
the deforming epicardial and endocardial boundaries of the heart� without an unnecessary
e�ort to provide local correspondence of points In the process of tracking� we use the fact
that the B�solid and heart boundaries correspond to material points of the same tissue�
and de	ne a procedure to minimize the energy of the B�solid with external forces from
tag and contour data acting on the B�solid

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� section � introduces the deformable B�
solid� section � discusses energies associated with the deformable B�solid� sections � and �
de	ne the localization by the deformable B�solid and heart model respectively� and section
� considers the tracking problem for the deformable B�solid In section � an extension of
the B�solid approach to SA and LA images analysis is outlined and 	nally� conclusions
are given

� Deformable B�Solid

In this section� we discuss implicit snakes and the B�solid As will be described� implicit
snakes track the deformations resulting from the tag data A heart model will be described
which is designed to track the endocardial and epicardial heart boundaries� and is attached
to the B�solid The use of two models is found to be necessary in order to achieve high
precision in representing both tag and contour structures
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Figure �� Constructing B�solid from tag lines in imaging planes �a� and coordinate systems
of B�solid �u� v � w� and heart model ��u� �v � �w� �b� �see text�

��� De�nition of Deformable B�Solid

We de	ne the B�solid as a �D tensor product B�spline with the tagging and imaging
planes corresponding to the iso�parametric surfaces of the B�spline �see Fig �� The B�
solid has all the attractive properties of B�spline curves and surfaces� ��� B�splines provide
local control of shape� allowing for exactly 	tting the deformed tag planes In addition�
individual movement of control points will only a�ect the solid�s shape locally ��� Cubic
B�splines possess second order continuity everywhere In addition� due to parametric
continuity� representing tag lines with B�splines will allow for sub�pixel localization of
the tag features ��� The degree of B�spline blending polynomials is independent of the
number of control points� and furthermore the solid is completely speci	ed by few control
points

To describe a solid in �D� we de	ne the tensor product�

Q�u� v� w� �
IX
i��

JX
j��

KX
k��

SkjiBi�u�Bj�v�Bk�w��

whereBi�u�� Bj�v� and Bk�w� are the blending B�spline functions and Skji� k � �� ���K� j �
�� ���J� i � �� ���I� are the control points of the B�solid Our implementation assumes non�
periodic cubic splines� though our approach is valid for any other spline degrees Cubic
B�splines have an optimal approximation property� namely� that among all interpolants
they minimize the norm of the second derivative 
��� ��� As we will consider thin�plate
energy of the B�solid in our enery�based formulation� it is reasonable to construct the
deformable model with a cubic degree

In a short axis acquisition� the u and v iso�parametric surfaces are aligned with tag
planes� and the u � v iso�parametric curves link the tag intersections from the di�erent
slices �see Fig � and Fig � �a�� Thus� the u and v iso�parametric planes deform with
the tag planes and w � with the SA imaging plane �or LA tag planes� Without loss of
generality� we assume that the tag planes are parallel to the coordinate axes Assuming
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Figure �� Heart contours

that at the initial moment the tag planes are �at� it follows that the coordinate axes
�x� y� z� are oriented parallel to the �u� v � w� coordinates in the 	rst volumetric image
frame

��� Heart Model

Our strategy in analysis of tag data incorporates information about the heart motion
from two di�erent sources� tag data as well as heart boundaries Given the epicardial and
endocardial surfaces of the heart� we can represent this information as a pair of coupled
boundary surfaces of the endocardium and epicardium using tensor product B�splines�

H�x� y� z� �
OP
o��

PP
p��

QP
q��

HqpoBo��u�Bp��v�Bq� �w�

where Hqpo are the control points and ��u� �v� �w� are the coordinates of the heart model
The �u iso�parametric curves coincide with the inner and outer contours from each slice
and� due to the closed curves� the corresponding blending functions are periodic The
�v�iso�parametric curves link the epicardial and endocardial contour from each slice� and
the �w�iso�parametric curves go through the contours from the di�erent slices �see Fig �
�a�� Their corresponding classes of blending functions are non�periodic De	ned in this
way� the model has a volumetric cylindrical shape To consider the complete shape from
apex to base� we can place multiple knots at apex� hence creating the oval shape of the
LV

Non�linear blending functions of the parameters �u and �w give a realistic shape to the
heart As for the parameter �v� we have used linear spline functions This is because our
heart model is in fact a coupled boundaries model containing information only from the
epicardial and endocardial surfaces In Fig � both surfaces that construct the volumetric
heart model derived from heart contours given in Fig � are shown In Fig � �a� a
volumetric heart model located in a B�solid is shown Note that this model allows to the
user to see at di�erent interections �SA and LA� the movement of the heart boundaries
and the transmural local deformation �see Fig � �b� and �c��

��� Relation between Tag and Heart Models

In this section we will show how we can express points of the heart model as functions
of the parameters of the tag model This will be a required step in integrating the tags
and contours in our framework Let the point C��u� �v� �w� � �x� y� z� be a control point
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Figure �� Heart outer �a� and inner �b� boundaries� coupled boundaries �c� and heart
volumetric model �d� represented by B�splines

a b c

Figure �� Heart volumetric model located in a B�solid �a�� SA �b� and LA �c� intersections
of the B�solid
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in the heart model �see Fig � �b�� We need to 	nd the parameters ��u� �v� �w� from the

B�solid so that C �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiBi��u�Bj��v�Bk� �w�� where Skji are the control vertices of

the tag model We have a three�dimensional problem with two cubic splines� and hence
the relationship between the two sets of coordinates will require solution of an equation
of degree � resulting in a complex procedure

As an alternate scheme� we propose a two step procedure for relating the parameters
of the heart and tag models The 	rst step consists of solving the system�

C �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiB
�
i �u�B�

j �v�B�
k�w� ���

where B� are linear spline blending functions of the parameters of the B�solid and Skji
are the control vertices of the B�solid It is not di�cult to see that ��� consists of three
tri�linear equations involving each of the parameters �u� v� w�� and hence is easy to solve
A solution always exists since point C belongs to an area of the B�solid The parameter
w � w� is determined directly from the fact that the point C belongs to an imaging �and
thus� iso�parametric� plane The resulting bi�linear system for the parameters �u� v� is

����

�v ��

�
�� �

� �

��
Sj�i Sj���i

Sj�i�� Sj���i��

� �
�� �

� �

��
u
�

�
� C ���

The � control vertices Sj�i� Sj���i� Sj�i�� and Sj���i�� of the B�solid for which the system
��� has a solution �u�� v�� so that � � u� � � and � � v� � �� form a patch that contains
the point C�x� y� z� Therefore� the parameters �u�� v�� are� u� � u� � i� v� � v� � j

Once we have obtained the �u�� v�� w��� we 	nd the coordinates �x�� y�� z�� of a point

C� in the cubic tag model�� so that� �x�� y�� z�� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiBi�u��Bj�v��Bk�w�� The

�x� y� z� coordinates of a point satisfy the following expressions�

x� � f��u�� v�� w�� x � x� ��x � f��u� v� w� � f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w�
y� � f��u�� v�� w�� y � y� ��y � f��u� v� w� � f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w�
z� � f��u�� v�� w�� z � z� ��z � f��u� v� w� � f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w�

���

where f��u� v� w� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

XkjiBi�u�Bj�v�Bk�w�� f��u� v� w� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

YkjiBi�u�Bj�v�

Bk�w� and f��u� v� w� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

ZkjiBi�u�Bj�v�Bk�w�� After a Taylor series expansion�

f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w� � f��u�� v�� w�� ��u�f�
�u

�u�� v�� w���
�v �f�

�v
�u�� v�� w�� ��w �f�

�w
�u�� v�� w�� � O��u� � O��v� � O��w�

f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w� � f��u�� v�� w�� ��u�f�
�u

�u�� v�� w���
�v �f�

�v
�u�� v�� w�� ��w �f�

�w
�u�� v�� w�� � O��u� � O��v� � O��w�

f��u� ��u� v� ��v�w� ��w� � f��u�� v�� w�� ��u�f�
�u

�u�� v�� w���
�v �f�

�v
�u�� v�� w�� ��w �f�

�w
�u�� v�� w�� � O��u� � O��v� � O��w�

By taking derivatives of the functions� substituting their respective expressions and

�Here the blending functions are cubic according to the tag model de�nition
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taking into account expressions from ��� we obtain�

�x � x� x� � �u
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

XkjiB
�
i�u��Bj�v��Bk�w���

�v
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

XkjiBi�u��B�
j�v��Bk�w�� � �w

IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

XkjiBi�u��Bj�v��B�
k�w��

�y � y � y� � �u
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

YkjiB
�
i�u��Bj�v��Bk�w���

�v
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

YkjiBi�u��B �
j�v��Bk�w�� � �w

IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

YkjiBi�u��Bj�v��B�
k�w��

�z � z � z� � �u
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

ZkjiB
�
i�u��Bj�v��Bk�w���

�v
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

ZkjiBi�u��B �
j�v��Bk�w�� � �w

IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

ZkjiBi�u��Bj�v��B �
k�w��

���

Consequently� we have three linear equations and three unknowns� ��u��v��w�
Once we have solved the system� we obtain �u � �u � u�� �v � �v � v� and �w � �w �
w� The described procedure has an error due to the linear expansion in the Taylor
formula Hence� if the parameters ��u� �v� �w� that are solution of ��� give a point �C �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiBi��u�Bj��v�Bk� �w� so that jj �C � Cjj � � for some tolerance �� we update the

approximations �u�� v�� w�� � ��u� �v� �w�� and �x�� y�� z�� � ��x� �y� �z� and again apply the
procedure until we obtain a good approximation for the point It can be shown using the
Weirestrass convergence theorem that the row of points f��x� �y� �z�g converges to the point
�x� y� z� The initial parameters �u�� v�� w�� are found as a linear approximation to the
parameters �u� v� w� in terms of the discussed above B�spline procedure As a consequence
the initial point �x�� y�� z�� lies near the point �x� y� z� and the procedure computes the
parameters �u� v� w� in few iterations �empirically� we have obtained the parameters in
less than � iterations� The procedure described here is applied to all control points of
the heart model individually

��� Tensor Product Representation of B�Solids

Considering the large amount of data in a �D volume� the compact representation of a
model and its computational complexity become of great importance With this goal
Gu�eziec in 
���� working on the problem of surface reconstruction from �D edge data� in�
troduced surface representation with deformable splines by means of a �D tensor product

There� a surface Q�x� y� z� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

SjiBi�u�Bj�v�� in terms of a tensor product B�spline

with I � J control points� is presented in a compact way� for all points of the surface�
a matrix notation is employed� Q � BT

v SBu� where S is the control points matrix of di�
mensions J�I� whose elements are the control vertices Sji � R� Bu �Bv� has dimensions
I � I �J � J� gathering all spline evaluations in the blending functions Bi�u�� i � �� ���� I
�Bj�v�� j � �� ���� J��

Bu �

�
������������

B��u�� � � ���
B��u�� B��u�� � ���
B��u�� B��u�� B��u�� ���
B��u�� B��u�� B��u�� ���
� B��u�� B��u�� ���
� � B��u�� ���
� � � �

�
�����������	

���
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Generalizing this notation to the solid� the control points form a three�dimensional
tensor Using square brackets to distinguish the tensor from the matrix notation� we can
write� 
Q� � 
S�kji �i Bu �j Bv �k Bw� where 
Q� is a �D tensor of ��vectors representing
all the sampled points of the B�solid Bu� Bv and Bw are matrices of the form in ����
corresponding to the three classes of blending functions with respect to the parameters
u� v and w 
S�kji � fSkjigi������I�j������J�k������K is a �D tensor� whose elements are the ��
vectors of control points In particular� the elements of 
S�kji are ordered in such a way
that 	xing k and j� we obtain the control points of all u iso�parametric curves� by 	xing
k and i we obtain the control points of the v iso�parametric curves� etc Each matrix of
the tensor 
Skji� formed by 	xing the index k contains the control points Skji� belonging
to the k� plane �ie to the w iso�parametric surface of the B�spline model�� and 	xing
the parameters j and i we obtain the v� and u�iso�parametric planes of the B�solid�
respectively

The operation �l� where l denotes an index of a tensor �eg l � fi� j� kg�� is de	ned as

follows� 
S�kji �i Bim � 

IP
i��

SkjiBim�kjm� 
S�kji �j Bjm � 

JP
j��

SkjiBjm�kmi� 
S�kji �k Bkm �



KP
k��

SkjiBkm�mji� In other words� in order to obtain the multiplication of a tensor S by

a matrix B with respect to an index l we 	x an index di�erent from l �eg index i�
and multiply all matrices �Si� by the matrix B The result of multiplications between
matrices �Si� of both tensor S and the matrix B is a matrix �SiB� which is inserted in a
�D tensor� parallel to Si y

Because of the similarity of the multiplication of the tensor with a matrix to multi�
plication of matrices and for sake of simplicity we shell omit the operator �l when it is
clear which tensor index is 	xed In our case� we consider multiplication of the tensor by
matrices Bu� Bv� Bw that act on the iso�parametric curves of the B�spline model Given
that the control points of the u iso�parametric curve can be obtained from Sk�j�i by 	xing
k and j� and the v and w iso�parametric curves can be obtained by 	xing k and i� and
	xing j and i respectively�


S�kjiBu � 
S�kji �i Bim�u� � 

IP
i��

SkjiBim�u��kjm


S�kjiBv � 
S�kji �j Bjm�v� � 

JP
j��

SkjiBjm�v��kmi


S�kjiBw � 
S�kji �k Bkm�w� � 

KP
k��

SkjiBkm�w��mji

� Energy of the Deformable B�Solid

The B�solid is a deformable body with an associated energy composed of internal and
external energies�

Esolid � Eint � Eext ���

External forces attract the B�solid towards the tag data by minimizing its external energy
Eext� whereas internal forces try to preserve an ideal shape of the solid by minimizing the
internal energy� Eint

yFor some properties of the de�ned operation see appendix A�
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Figure �� Original tag image �a� and its map of principal curvatures �b�

��� Tag External Energy of the Deformable B�Solid

In this paper� we propose to detect tag lines by applying a valley detector based on
Haralick�s facet model 
��� as a more robust and invariant technique to variations in
image contrast than by searching for dark regions in the image� as previously proposed
With the facet model� a pixel neighborhood is approximated by a continuous surface
All subsequent analysis is performed on the analytical representation of the facet By
observing that locations of interest in the image are dark ridges� we create a potential 	eld
where the valleys correspond to pixels with maximal principal curvature of the intensity
surface� Cmax � �

��Txx � Tyy� �
q

�Txx � Tyy�� � �T �
xy� where T denotes the facet which

approximates the surface Computing the principal curvature of the surface� using the
analytical expression from facet models is a fast approach which yields good results �see
Fig ��

In SPAMM�images� two sets of tag lines with approximate perpendicular orientations
are present When an implicit snake is not exactly aligned with its corresponding tag line�
an attraction force from tags of perpendicular orientation acts on it which may lead the
snake to settle in a wrong valley To surmount this problem� we create two directional
potential 	elds where in each one we supress the in�uence of the tag lines of perpendicular
orientation

The potential 	eld of our B�solid model is constructed as continuous surfaces derived
from the image slices within which valleys correspond to the pixels with maximal principal
curvatures The principal curvature images are further 	ltered by a directional Gaussian
�though the associated principal directions may be used to give similar results� The e�ect
is that for the horizontal potential 	eld� the vertical lines formed by pixels with maximal
principal curvatures are smoothed and hence the e�ect of vertical features in horizontal
potential 	eld is diminished An analogous situation holds for the vertical potential 	eld
The potential energy for each point q of an implicit snake from the deformable model Q is
given by its height in the potential surface P tag� Etag

ext �q� � P tag�q�� q � Q Consequently�
the closer the implicit snake is to a valley point� the lower its potential energy will be In
its attempt to minimize the potential energy� the external force pushes the implicit snake
towards the local valleys of the energy landscape In each step of the iterative procedure�
the implicit snake considers a local neighborhood of its location in the potential 	eld and
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is pushed in the direction determined by the local slope of the potential 	eld towards tag
lines with similar orientation

��� Contour External Energy of the Heart Model

We have adopted the strategy of combining tag and contour information with the goal of
a more complete tissue deformation analysis of the heart Without attempting to have
any a priori point correspondences� we consider two external forces� the 	rst external
force is associated with the tag data� as we discussed in the last section� and the second
is associated with the contours of the heart Given the interdependence of both models�
the heart model exerts forces on the deformable B�solid

We construct contour potential 	eld derived for each slice from the successive frames
of images as a continuous surface� where the valleys correspond to the contours Each
pixel is assigned a value proportional to the distance to the nearest valley point from the
potential surface A fast and convenient way to construct this potential 	eld is by distance
propagation We have used the raster scan algorithm 
��� to create the map of distances
Located a model Q on the contour potential 	eld P cont the potential energy of each point
q is given by its height in the contour potential 	eld Econt

ext �q� � P cont�q�� q � Q�

��� Internal Energy of the Deformable B�Solid

In the classical de	nition of the snakes 
��� ��� the internal energy is given by the mem�
brane and thin�plate energies that are functions of the derivatives of the curve up to
second order�

Eint � �
�

R
�jjQ��u�jj� � �jjQ���u�jj�du � �

�

pP
j��
f�jj

mP
i��

SiB
�
i�uj�jj

� � �jj
mP
i��

SiB
��
i �uj�jj�g ���

where � and � are parameters of elasticity that determine the tolerance between the
di�erent internal and external energies and uj� j � �� ���m are the knots of the snake
B�spline

For the case of �D deformable body� the most general case of internal energy is given
by all combinations of 	rst and second derivatives with respect to the three parameters
of the B�solid� �r�s�t

�ur�vs�wtQ�u� v� w�� r� s� t � f�� �� �g
Using the previously described tensor notation we de	ne the internal energy as follows�

Eint � �
�
f

�P
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P
	u�	v� 	w�U� 	u ��	v �� 	w
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	u ���s
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where superscripts in parantheses denote derivatives U is the set of parameters fu� v� wg

and B

r�
	u � B


s�
	u � ��� are matrices formed by the r� s� t�derivatives of the blending functions

with respect to the parameter �u as shown in ��� Note that the notation�
P�

r��

P
	u�U ���B


r�
	u

in fact expresses all 	rst and second derivatives of blending functions with respect to each
parameter �u� v� w� Analogously� in the 	rst and second term the parameter �u denotes
certain parameter of Uz In ���� the 	rst summand measures the internal energy on all
solid cubes of the deformable body� whereas the other terms measure terms of the internal
energy of all iso�parametric surfaces and curves

zBy �u� we mean the actual parameter� as opposed to a speci�c parameter value�
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The internal energy de	ned in terms of derivatives up to second order takes charge
of deforming the B�solid �iso�parametric curves� surfaces or solid patches� so that it pre�
serves its continuous and smooth shape However� minimizing the derivatives result in
undesired shrinking e�ects To avoid this problem� some authors minimize the di�er�
ence in the membrane and thin�plate energies for the snake from an ideal model 
��� ���
This approach has demonstrated good results in some applications� but it does not re�
strict the deformation with respect to a model Considering an iterative procedure for
energy�minimization� the di�erence between the body shapes in sequential steps can be
quite large In our case� we consider an approximate rectangular solid We are inter�
ested in small deformations of our three dimensional solid using as a reference an ideal
rectangular three dimensional model We modify the internal energy so that it mea�
sures the distance between the deformable body and a model Therefore� this internal
energy is an analog of internal energy of �D deformable models considered in 
��� ���

Let Q�x� y� z� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

S�
kjiBu�u�Bv�v�Bw�w� be such a model The modi	ed internal

energy has the following form�
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Using the distributive property of tensor multiplications de	ned in appendix A� we obtain�
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Some nice properties of the modi	ed internal energy in relation with the energy min�
imizing procedure will be described in subsequent sections

� Non�Rigid Registration of B�Solid to Tag Data

The problem of localization of tag data by a B�solid is an energy�minimizing problem
The B�solid is placed around the data and is deformed� ie� its iso�parametric surfaces are
deformed in order to minimize its energy The local minimum of the energy that is found
in the images from the 	rst temporal frame corresponds to the solution of the localization
problem The resulting B�solid from each frame is then used as the initial solid in order
to track the deformation in the next volumetric image frame

��� Initialization of the B�Solid

For the purpose of initialization in the 	rst volumetric frame� a control polygon method
was previously de	ned in 
�� and later used in 
��� ��� for curve matching This method
is easily extendable for initializing the B�solid This technique however is known to have
numerical stability problems 
��� Hence� we consider an alternate approach to B�solid
initialization� where we do not put strong constraints on necessarily good approximation
of the data by the initial position of the control vertices Instead� we consider appropriate
internal forces that cope with the inexact initial positions of the deformable B�solid In
this case� the user only delimits the region of interest in one or each slices of images
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from the initial temporal frame and gives the initial distance between the u and v iso�
parametric planes The distance between the w�iso�parametric planes is determined by the
slice separation in volumetric short�axis SPAMM images The initial B�solid is de	ned as
the minimum three�dimensional rectangular grid which contains the region�s� of interest
Since the internal force takes charge of local displacements 
���� rotation and displacement
of the implicit snakes between subsequent images is usually limited to half of the tag line
interdistances An example of an intersection on an initial B�solid can be seen in Fig �
�a�

��� Energy�Minimization Procedure

Let us consider equation ��� We are looking for a solid S that gives a minimum of the
energy� Esolid� a linear combination of internal energy and tag external energy�

�Esolid
Q�
�S

� �Eint
Q�
�S

� �E
tag
ext
Q�
�S

� � ���

A solution can be viewed as one which achieves an equilibrium among the internal and
external forces in the energy equation and reaches a minimum of the total energy The
solid body is under the control of internal forces that impose regularity on the B�solid�
whereas the external forces attract the B�solid towards the data Usually� the energy is not
convex� and in general� it is better to have methods which 	nd global minima no matter
what the energy 	eld However� 	nding a global minimum of the considered problem is
too complicated to be treatable for the B�solid Therefore� we look for a solution that
gives a good local minimum of the energy There may be many local minima of E
Thus� it is important to de	ne the external and internal forces� re�ecting the need for tag
localization as well as boundary tracking so that the found solution is a good solution for
the localization problem

To provide dynamics for the deformable body� the associated evolution equation is
considered�

�
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�
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�
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����

A solution to the static problem ��� is achieved when the solution S�t� stabilizes 
��

Taking the derivative of the internal energy in ��� and substituting A
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And� writing the sums in matrix form� we obtain�
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a b

Figure �� Intersections of the initial B�solid and its deformation after tags localization

Taking derivative of external energy with respect to the control points�

�Etag
ext
Q�

�S
� �P tag�Q��Q

�S
� F tag�Q��
SBuBvBw�

�S
� F tag�Q�BuBvBw

where F tag � �P tag denotes the external force of the deformable B�solid derived from
the tag data �as before tag is for tag�

After formulating the semi�explicit evolution equation using 	nite di�erences with time
step 
 and substituting in equation ����� we obtain�

�
 �S
�t

� �Eint
Q
k���

�S
� �Etag

ext
Q
k�

�S

�
�Sk�� � Sk� � �Sk�� � S���KuKvKw � KuKv � KuKw � KvKw � Ku � Kv � Kw�
�F tag�Qk�u� v� w��BuBvBw

The parameter 
 is called the damping parameter It determines the velocity of the
moving pixels of the body Given 
 close to unity leads to an acceptable velocity for the
iso�parametric curves �a fact we have con	rmed empirically� We reduce the expression
to the following linear system�

Sk�� � �Sk � Finit�S��� F tag�Q�BuBvBw��Ku � I����Kv � I����Kw � I��� ����

where Finit�S�� � S��Ku�I��Kv�I��Kw�I��S� and I denotes the identity matrix Finit
can be thought of as a force that always tries to push the deformable body towards the
model S� The combination of both forces �the external force that attracts the body to
the image data and the Finit force preserving the similarity to an initial model� allows for
some displacement for the deformable body and thus less dependence on initial position
A nice property of the internal force preserving a predetermined model is that it does not
change the numerical stability of the linear system ����� nor signi	cantly increases the
computational complexity of the method This is due to the fact that this force consists
of adding a temporally constant tensor which depends on the model and the sti�ness
matrices Ku�Kv and Kw In Fig � �b� a result of the localization procedure can be seen

The linear system ���� contains three independent linear equations for �X�Y�Z� coor�
dinates of the control vertices Similar to the case of �D and �D deformable models� the
three sti�ness matrices regarding the three parameters �Ku�
I�� �Kv�
I� and �Kw�
I�
are diagonal� symmetric� and positive de	nite Given that the parameters of elasticity are
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Figure �� Approximation to endocardium and epicardium by B�splines

constant over time� the factorization of the matrices is done only once at the beginning
This in fact� is very important for handling the �D model 	tting to the �D data� as well
as for speeding up the computational process

The linear system in ���� is a �D analog of the snake computational scheme In the
same way the deformation of the body can be considered as a composition of body attrac�
tion towards the data followed by smoothing action in accordance with the constraints
imposed by the internal energy It is worthwhile to emphasize that the smoothing operator
is presented by decoupled operators with respect to the parameters Thus� the smoothing
e�ect of each of them can be estimated In addition� due to the fact that the smooth�
ing matrices correspond to di�erential operators with respect to di�erent parameters� the
order of applying them is unimportant �see Appendix A�

� B�Spline Approximation to Endocardium and Epi�

cardium

The problem of localization of the heart is considered here in order to construct a heart
model using the endocardial and epicardial contours in image slices in the 	rst temporal
volumetric frame For this purpose we need approximations to endocardium and epi�
cardium of the heart by B�spline surfaces To 	t the complexity of the heart shape we
have used a cubic�quadric partially closed surface with six slices of control points and
sixteen control points in each slice We assume the heart ventricle contour points are 	rst
determined by a low�level process from tagged images or are speci	ed on the images by
the user A potential function is de	ned as the distance from each B�spline surface point
to the nearest contour point� and the surface model is optimized by conjugate gradient
descent This potential tolerates large deviations of the initial model to the object because
even when there are some false contour points Attention was also paid to the smoothness
of the surface in this case Smoothness was enforced by applying second order derivative
penalties at all points along the surface The heart boundaries approximation allows us
to construct the heart model expressed by means of the control points of the B�spline
surfaces The surfaces are then used to create the heart model In Fig � both surfaces
constructed from contours of Fig � can be seen
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	 Tracking of Heart Motion by Deformable Solid

The tracking procedure is analogous to the localization procedure of the deformable B�
solid with the only di�erence that tag and heart models contribute to the energy of the
B�solid

��� Integrated Tag Grid and Heart Boundaries Tracking

Both the tag and the heart models are interdependent since they are part of the same
tissue Hence� the energy minimization is done a�ecting only the B�solid model An
explicit expression of the dependence of the tag model on the heart model is necessary

Given the tag model located on the tag potential 	eld and the heart model on the
potential 	eld derived from the heart boundaries� we look for control points of the B�solid
that minimize both external energies This leads us to consider the derivative of both
external energies with respect to the control vertices of the B�solid

Since the potential 	eld is constructed by distance propagation from the heart con�
tours� the external energy concerning the contour information is given by

Econt
ext � jjS�H�x� y� z�� C�x� y� z�jj� �
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jj
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p��
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HqpoBo� �ur�Bp� �vs�Bq� �wt�� C�x� y� z�jj�

where Hqpo denotes the control vertices of number O�P �Q of the heart boundaries B�
spline representation and � �ur� �vs� �wt�� r � �� ���� R� s � �� ���� S� t � �� ���� T are the knots
As a note� since we only have endocardial and epicardial surfaces available� P � S � � in
the above expression� furthermore Bp is linear

In the energy�minimizing procedure we look for a B�solid determined by its control
vertices that minimizes both external and internal energies After taking the derivative of
the contour external energy with respect to the control vertices of the B�solid� we obtain�
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jjHnmlBl� �ur�Bm� �vs�Bn� �wt��C�x� y� z�jj This distance is provided

by the contour potential 	eld

Let the point Hqpo�x� y� z� be represented in the deformable B�solid as Hqpo �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiBi�u��Bj�v��Bk�w��� The parameters �u�� v�� w�� exist because the model is a B�solid
body containing the heart �ie the regions of interest de	ned by the endocardial and
epicardial contours in all slices� Therefore� it follows that� �Hqpo

�Skji
� Bi�u��Bj�v��Bk�w���

In order to 	nd the parameters �u�� v�� w�� which give the relation between the control
vertex of the heart model and the coordinate system of the tag model we apply the
procedure that de	nes the relation between the tag model and heart representation of
section ��

As a result we get the following expression for the derivative of the external energy that
determines the contour external force for each control vertex of the control point Skji of the

B�solid� F cont
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The tracking problem is an energy minimizing process where the energy of the B�solid
is de	ned by its internal� tag external and contour external energies�

Esolid � Eint � Etag
ext � Econt

ext
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Following the same energy�minimization procedure as in the tracking problem� we obtain
the following iterative procedure for integrated tracking of tag and contour data�

Sk�� � �Sk � Finit�S��� F tag�Q�BuBvBw � F cont�Q���Ku � I����Kv � I����Kw � I��� ����

In the above equation� tag denotes tag� and cont denotes contour energies
In Fig �� an example of two frames considered in the tracking process is shown At the

base of the heart the grid �that corresponds to a w iso�parametric surface of the B�solid�
is almost not deformed because the external force is applied only to the heart tissue which
consists of a small area in the base of the heart A small twisting deformation is possible
to estimate in the images from the second column In Fig �� �d� and �e� a slice of the
heart located in the B�solid can be seen in the two consequetive frames The deformation
of the heart can be estimated in the Fig �� �f�

Note that in this case no correspondence of points between nodes of the model and tag
intersections is necessary In addition� the interpolation of forces to nodes of the model
is implicit Also� as the three�dimensional motion is captured no check is necessary in
each step to con	rm that considered tag data lie inside the myocardial contours as done
in 
���

��� Numerical Complexity

In the usual way of treating this problem �ie �D deformable body� 
��� the data are
presented in a vector and thus the resulting linear systems ���� and ���� are of size
��IJK� � �IJK�� In addition� in this case the matrices are sparse and not diagonal

��� ��� This is in contrast with the case of �D deformable models �snakes� This
additionally complicates the computational burden In the case of B�solid from ����
and ����� it can be seen that the numerical complexity of each iteration of the energy�
mimizing procedure is O�I � J � K� This fact is very important so as to make the
procedure practical and in dealing with real three�dimensional image analysis problems


 Extension of the Approach to the Analysis of SA

and LA Images

In this work we have only considered short axes images �SA� Since the external forces
applied to the implicit snakes belong to the imaging planes� the deformation of the B�solid
caused by the tag and contour data is mainly in the plane �x�y� The internal forces are
three�dimensional however and� can in fact change the z coordinate of the B�solid points
But this is not su�cient to provide out�of�plane movement of the material points of the
heart To solve this problem� authors have considered images of short and long axes views
consisting of two mutually orthogonal sets of images

The approach of localizing and tracking of tag and contour data by B�solid is extend�
able to analysis of information from SA and LA images We describe here how to obtain
three�dimensional tissue movement by treating SA images with two�dimensional tags and
LA images with one�dimensional tags ie� we assume that in the SA views there are two
sets of horizontal tag planes� whereas in the LA images there is only one set of tagging
planes Let us consider SA view images where at the initial moment the imaging planes
are parallel to the �x� y� plane From the fact that tagging planes are orthogonal to the
imaging planes� it follows that the tagging planes are parallel to the planes �x � z� and
�y�z� Without loss of generality� we can consider that in the LA view the imaging planes
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a b c

d e f

Figure ��� Tracking of deformation� di�erent slices of images from two consequetive
frames given in the 	rst ans second row� respectively� and the corresponding B�solids �a�
and �b� The deformation can be estimated in the superposition of both B�solids given
in �c� Slices of heart boundaries located into the B�solid in two consequetive frames are
given in �d� and �e� and their comparison can be seen in �f�
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Figure ��� Intersection of a B�solid with SA view images �a� and LA view images �b�

are parallel to the plane �x� z� and the tagging planes are parallel to the planes �x� y�
�see Fig ��� Since a main source of information about the tissue movement is given by
the deformation of the tag planes� we de	ne the B�solid so that the iso�parametric planes
correspond to the tagging planes In particular� u and v iso�parametric planes are aligned
with tag planes from the SA images and w iso�parametric planes are aligned with the
tag planes from the LA images As a consequence� the iso�parametric curves� determined
by the intersections of the iso�parametric planes� correspond to the intersections of the
tagging planes

By de	nition the external forces of the B�solid are applied to the control vertices The
external forces of the B�solid are obtained by running patches on the iso�parametric curve
and assigning the overall external force to the control vertices In the case of B�solids
constructed by SA view images� the u and v iso�parametric curves belong to the imaging
planes Since the potential 	eld is constructed by considering the features �principal
curvatures� of the imaging planes� the external forces are de	ned for each point of the
imaging plane� in particular for the points of the iso�parametric curves

In case of B�solid constructed by SA and LA view images� the iso�parametric curves
do not belong to the imaging planes They intersect the imaging planes and thus� only
isolated points are attracted by external forces from the imaging planes �eg points P and
Q in Fig �� �a� and point O in Fig �� �b�� Considering only the external force on these
points would mean to consider only isolated tag data and not tag lines Instead� we use
the fact that the iso�parametric curves �eg the curve SP� intersect the imaging planes in
tag lines �eg curves PU and PV� We estimate the external force to the control points
considering the tag lines analogously to the case of implicit snakes in B�solid constructed
from SA images �see Appendix B� Once we have determined the external forces of points
on the iso�parametric curves of the B�solid� we apply the energy�minimization procedure
to localize the tag and contour data and track the heart motion
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� Conclusions

In conclusion� a novel three�dimensional B�spline deformable model is proposed for locat�
ing� and tracking the heart�s deformation in a time sequence of �D volumetric SPAMM
images with implicit snakes B�spline bases provide local control of shape� compact rep�
resentation� and parametric smoothness The B�solid proposed in the paper deforms in
space� adjusting to tag and contour data from di�erent slices re�ecting the continuity
and smoothness of the three�dimensional tissue deformations As a consequence of the
approach� localization� displacement 	tting and interpolation of tag and contour informa�
tion are performed in a single procedure A heart volumetric model was also constructed
as a tensor product of three�dimensional B�splines in order to incorporate data from
endocardial and epicardial B�spline surfaces of the left ventricle The heart model ap�
proximates the epicardium and endocardium and restricts the deformation analysis to
the heart tissue

In applying the B�solid to tagged images� information from data in di�erent slices are
used� making the approach robust and precise against noise Although the deformable
B�solid presented here was created from tensor product of non�periodic B�splines in the
cartesian coordinate frame� this need not be the case It is possible for example� to create
B�solids adaptable to analysis of star�burst tagged MR images

The B�solid considered here detects local deformations of the heart and allows local
measurements of important cardiac function characteristics Our future work includes ex�
traction of �D motion of heart�s material points with B�solids� and estimation of functional
characteristics of the cardiac muscle from our analysis of SA and LA images
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Appendix A� Properties of Three�Dimensional Ten�

sors

In accordance with the de	nition of the operation �l de	ned in section �� to obtain the
expression 
Skji��l B we 	x an index di�erent from l �eg the index i� and multiply all
the resulting matrices �Si� by the matrix B The result of the multiplications between
matrices �Si� of both tensors and the matrix B is a matrix �SiB� forming part of the
resulting tensor �
SiB�i� It is easy to show that the same result is obtained if we 	x the
other index di�erent from l and carry out multiplications For example� given l � k and
	xing indices i and j� we obtain the same expression�


S�ijk �k Bkp�u� � 
SiB�i � 


KP
k��

SijkBkp�jp�i � 

KP
k��

SijkBkp�ijp


S�ijk �k Bkp�u� � 
SjB�j � 


KP
k��

SijkBkp�ip�j � 

KP
k��

SijkBkp�ijp

From the de	nition of the operator �� it follows that the operator is linear�


S�kji �l �cB� � c
S�kji �l B and �
S�kji �l �B� �B�� � �
S�kji �l B��� �
S�kji �l B���

��
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Figure ��� External force of a control vertex assigned from the external forces of sampled
points of u iso�parametric curve

where l � fi� j� kg The linearity property of the operator � assures that the product is a
tensor 
��� The operators � and 	 �see bellow� are the elementwise sum and subtraction
of two tensors Besides the linearity� the multiplication satis	es the following associative�
distributive and commutative properties�

�
S�kji � 
T �kji��m B � �
S�kji �m B�� �
T �kji �m B�
�
S�kji 	 
T �kji��m B � �
S�kji �m B�	 �
T �kji �m B�
�
S�kji �l B���m B� � �
S�kji �m B���l B�� where m� l � fi� j� kg

Obviously� the condition for these operations is that both tensors are of the same size
As before� note that in the expression m� l � fi� j� kg� m and l denote a certain index and
not its value

Immediately from the de	nition it follows that in case of multiplication of �D tensor
with a matrix it becomes a standart multiplication of matrices

Appendix B� Determining External Energy and Forces

on Control Vertices

By translating the control vertices of the B�solid the model deforms locally and in so doing
decreases its external energy The external energy of a control vertex should summarize
the external energies of sampled points of the model that depend on the control vertex

Let us consider the external force of a control point Pkji �see Fig ��� from the B�solid
x By de	nition� each control vertex of the B�solid a�ects three iso�parametric curves
corresponding to the three parameters �u� v� w� For each iso�parametric curve there are
few patches that are determined by the control vertex Pkji The external energy �and
force� respectively� of the control vertex is determined as the overall energy �and force�
of the sampled pixels from these patches

Let us consider the u iso�parametric curve Q�u� �
IP
i��

JP
j��

KP
k��

SkjiB�u�B�vj�B�wk�

obtained by 	xing the parameters v � vj and w � wk in the B�solid representation From

the properties of the B�splines� it follows that Q�u� �
IP
i��

SkjiB�u� Since the B�solid is

xFor the control vertices of the heart model� the procedure is analogous

��



constructed by cubic splines� for the curve Q the following formulas are valid 
����

Q�ur� � �
��Pkj
r��� � �Pkjr � Pkj
r���� for r � i� �� i� i� � ����

where ui��� ui� ui�� are the knots of the splines� and Pkji��� Pkji��� Pkji� Pkji��� Pkji�� are
control vertices Let Qr� r � i��� i� i�� denotes the r�th patch of the B�spline curve that
is the patch of the curve delimited by the sampled points Q�ur� and Q�ur��� Because of
the local property of B�splines� the control vertex Pkji a�ects only patches Qi��� Qi and
Qi�� It is easy to see in ���� that moving the control vertex Pi the most a�ected sampled
points from the curve is the point Q�ui�

A way to estimate the external force of control vertex� Pkji is by taking the mean value
of the external forces of sampled points from the three patches with a weight proportional
to the distance to point� Q�ui� Considering three patches� the process of estimating the
external force leads to averaging the external energy along large part of the curve As a
consequence� local deformation of tag lines can not be captured Hence� we consider a
part of the curve with a length approximately equal to the average distance among tag
lines �ie equal to a patch of the curve� and estimate the external energy of the control
vertex as the average value of the energies of sampled points located in this part of the
curve Taking into account the equal in�uence of control vertex Pkji on patches Qi�� and
Qi� the external energy is given by a normalized sum of the external energies of sampled
points belonging to the second half of patch Qi�� and 	rst half of patch Qi�

Eext�Pkji� �
�

L

L��X
l��

Eext�Q�
ui � ui��

�
� l stepu��

where stepu � �
L

�ui���ui
�

� ui�ui��
�

� � ui���ui��
�L

and L must be large enough to assure that
the sampled points are neighbor pixels in the potential 	eld �we have used L � ���

As de	ned above� the external energy of each sampled point from the B�solid is a
function of its height in the potential 	eld The external force of a sampled point located
in the potential 	eld is given by the gradient of the potential in that location The external
energy of a control vertex is the sum of the average external energies derived from the
corresponding patches from the three iso�parametric curves Therefore� we obtain the
following formulas for the external energy and external force of the control vertex Pkji�

Eext�Pkji� � �
L

L��P
l��

Eext�
IP
i��

SkjiB�ui�ui��� � l stepu���

�
M

M��P
m��

Eext�
JP
j��

SkjiB�vj�vj��
�

� m stepv���

�
N

N��P
n��

Eext�
KP
k��

SkjiB�wk�wk��

� � n stepw��

Fext�Pkji� � �
L

L��P
l��

Fext�
IP
i��

SkjiB�ui�ui��� � l stepu���

�
M

M��P
m��

Fext�
JP
j��

SkjiB�vj�vj��
�

� m stepv���

�
N

N��P
n��

Fext�
KP
k��

SkjiB�wk�wk��

� � n stepw��

where stepv � vj���vj��
�M � stepw � wk���wk��

�N and M and N are given constants
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